
The World of the Future



What will change?
With the help of today's scientists many 

things will change:
⦿ Robots
⦿ Cars
⦿ Roads
⦿ Pollution 
⦿ Lifestyle
⦿ Cities
⦿ Houses...



Robots will replace people
⦿ They will become smarter then people.  Robots  will 

work in shops, banks, as lawyers, doctors, pilots...

⦿ Parents will advise children to do some creative work 
(painter, designer, actor), because robots are not good 
enough for that.





Pollution
POLLUTION  REDUCTION INCREASE POLLUTION

1. People will realize that they 
are polluting the planet too 
much

-Solar-powered
 cars will be used
to reduce
 pollution.

-Electricity will
 be generated
 by the energy
 of water and
 the sun.

2. People will continue to 
pollute the planet

-Death of animals 

-Shortening  people’s
  lives

-Warming the planet



Flying cars
⦿ Cars like this will help people to perform 

their daily duties. Going to work will be 
fast, and will save people time. Also, they 
will move underwater.



Overheating of the planet
⦿ Overheating the planet can lead to the dissolution of 

the Antarctic.  The amount of water will increase, and 
no one knows what is under that amount of ice.

⦿ But there is a possibility that it will not melt, in which 
case people would find a way to live there.



How the cities will look like
⦿ Whole cities will be built on water, but roads will 

be under water. It will look nicer and traffic 
accidents may be reduced.

⦿ We will be able to send people to other planets, in 
order to continue living there and build cities.



Drugs
⦿  Drugs will be made  

for all diseases, 
which will prolong 
people's lives.

⦿ Maybe scientists will 
discover drugs for 
unending people’s 
lives.

The number of people on the planet will increase, but there’s not 
going to be enough place for all  people in the world.



Africa
⦿ Africa will become more important in the 

world, if people’s education improves.



“Next  World”
⦿ Documentary series “Next World”  was 

recorded  in 2008 and it shows 
technologies that will shape the planet.  



Everything showed in the 
presentation is just 

an assumption.
Thanks for watching! ☺
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